
THE STORY OF CADBURY DAIRY MILK MARKETING ESSAY

Cadbury began its operations in by importing chocolates and then re- packing them before distribution in the Indian
market. After 59 years of existence, .

It often both attracts and generates arm feelings. They are accepted. And is not effected by insects. Branded
products command premium prices. But more importantly, the market began to grow at a faster pace.
Packaging which introduces slight of milk splash shows the relation of milk with Cadbury. Thus marketer
must understand this. Better market penetration. This was the time when chocolates were very clearly
positioned for children. Behavioral loyalty The repeat purchases on various occasion be it Diwali, Christmas
or to express their love or vote of thanks, only this brand comes to the consumers mind. Brand Consideration:
The brand has been considered for possible purchase and use not only as a chocolate but it has become a
substitute for sweet. Apart from this, Cadbury always comes out with special advertisements before important
festivals like Diwali toh iss Diwali aap kise khush karenge and Rakshabandhan Cadbury Celebrations- Pyar ka
shagun. More often than not, a successful campaign has a stronger element of the unexpected a quality that
good advertising shares with much worthwhile literature. Promotion: Extensive advertising in newspapers,
television, magazines and massive billboards across the country, Cadbury managed to capture the attention of
the nation and cement its market share superiority in India. Eclairs was re-launched during the mid-nineties
with a new name, Dairy Milk Eclairs. Sources of Brand Equity There are two main sources of Brand Equity
and they are: Brand Brand Image Awareness It is customers ability to It is consumers identify under different
perception about the situations. Increasing gifts cultures. The core values of quality, taste and emotion
supports the Cadbury brand. Demographic section of Cadbury dairy products milk is they provide their
product to public. And now old age people also are slowly are in decision making. Environmentally friendly
scanning process includes obtaining both factual and subjective home elevators the business environments in
which a company is functioning or consider getting into. After all, special occasion were meant to be a rare.
Sourcing making: It defines that sourcing of Cadbury raw material and how the supply chain had been
managed, what are different sources to attract customer for buying their product. The attempt now is to change
the image, to make chocolate eating a regular habit. It is very easy to keep in mind who's first, plus much more
difficult to keep in mind who is second. The ad draws attention to the actual eats experience. It was the
introduction of the Van Houten cocoa press from Holland that was the major break through in the chocolate
production as it provided extra cocoa butter needed to make a smooth glossy chocolate. They confirm their
commitment to the highest standards of ethics and business conduct. It transcends the product? Its heritage can
be traced back in when John Cadbury opened a shop in Birmingham selling cocoa and chocolate. The Cadbury
story is a fascinating story of a family business that grew in one of the biggest, most loved chocolate brand in
the world. You could relate the sweetness of success of chocolate. Cadbury dairy milk has created the positive
impact on customers in terms of belief and values Reference Group: reference groups are all groups that have
a direct or indirect influence on buying behavior. The selling concept: The selling concept proposes that
consumers will not buy the enough products of company unless aggressive selling and promotion efforts. The
wide variety products offered by the company include: I.


